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Undergraduate Curriculum
and
Academic Policy Committee
Minutes
of
November 7, 2002 Meeting
 
Present: Jeanne Fraker, Burga Jung, Joe Law, Carol Loranger, Jan Maxwell, Richard Mercer, Susan Praeger, Mateen
 Rizki, Mary Rucker, Tom Sav, Tom Skinner (substituting for Beth Basista). Note: Mindy McNutt called in with
 recommendations on agenda items, but could not attend due to family emergencies.
Approved Minutes of October 3, 2002 
UCAPC Subcommittee Reports
Writing Across the Curriculum Committee: Joe Law gave a brief report on his November 4 presentation
 to the Faculty Senate and announced that the Senate approved the WAC Program revisions to
 accommodate the New Fall 2003 GE. The revisions were previously recommended by the WAC
 Committee and subsequently approved by the UCAPC (see October 3 minutes).
Study and Assess Writing Across the Curriculum: Carol Loranger briefly reviewed the progress of the
 committee and referred to the detailed written report submitted to the Faculty Senate on November 4 and
 previously distributed to all university faculty in the list-serve mailing of the Senate Agenda.
 Course Inventory and Modification Requests 
COSM
Returned Course Inventories: GL 346. The committee was informed that the course credit
 hours needed to be 4.5 rather than the proposed 4.0 to meet the middle school licensure
 program. In addition, the committee noted that  the course syllabus proposal fell short of the
 minimum university requirements. The COSM representatives to UCAPC can provide
 details of the discussion to the college and department..
Approved Course Modifications: BIO 201, EH 368, EH 463, EH 467, EH 492, PSY 419
Returned Course Modifications: EH 467 and EH 492. The committee noted that the current
 catalog already contains the course titles of both course modification proposals, but hoped
 that the potential inaccuracies in the printed catalog could be the source of confusion. Again,
 the COSM representatives to UCAPC can provide detailed guidance to the college and
 department.
Approved Course Modifications: ART 397 (noting that UCAPC added a required change in
 Title for Student Record), ART 497
Returned Course Inventories: CST 220, CST 231, CST 232, CST  240, CST 241, CST  242,
 CST 243, CST 250, RST 261, RST 262, RST 270, RST 280, RST 290
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Returned Course Modifications: CST 220, CST 230, CST 250, RST 260, RST 270, RST 280,
 RST 290, ART 397, ART 497
With regard to the CST and RST course modification and inventory proposals to
 accommodate the Fall 2003 New GE, the committee had several concerns with respect to the
 syllabi, including but but not limited to missing course objectives and little indication of
 writing intensiveness.  While the committee felt that some did not meet university
 requirements, it was decided that the General Education and Implementation Committee
 (GEIC) should first review the proposals in view of the standards GEIC imposed on other
 course proposals. Thus, it would be best for the COLA to submit the entire stock of course
 proposals to GEIC for review. The UCAPC would like to review the proposals after GEIC's
 recommendations are incorporated. An overview of the CST and RST modification and
 inventory requests is as follows:
CST and RST Modification and
 Inventory
 UC
Approved Course Modifications: UVC 101, UVC 102
 Program Changes 
COLA: Approved Gerontology Certificate in Social Work Program Change
Add to Core Courses: SW 270 
 Delete from Core Courses: SW 463 
 Add to Electives: SW 271 and SW 389
 COBA:
The committee discussed the Raj Soin College of Business current effort to convert all its
 undergraduate programs from a three to four credit hour base for Fall 2003. At the meeting,
 members were provided a conversion proposal that included new business core
 requirements, all major and minor program changes, and a  a summary of the (detailed but
 forthcoming) course modification and inventory requests. Part of the discussion focused on
 the urgency of reviewing the proposal in view of  the (1) the College of Business class
 scheduling deadlines for Fall 2003, (2) university-wide Fall 2003 class scheduling work
 being undertaken by the Registrar and the release of additional class spaces that would be
 made available if Business were on four hours (it was estimated to be 50, although the
 committee is waiting confirmation of that estimate from the Registrar), (3) university-wide
 impacts on other programs in the Colleges of Liberal Arts, Education and Human Services,
 Engineering and Computer Science, etc. (4)  WSU Undergraduate Catalog changes that
 must be coordinated throughout the university with not only the College of Business
 proposal and its downstream impacts on other college, but also the New Fall 03 General
 Education Program, and (5) the desire to have incoming Fall 03 students in the College of
 Business on the same new Business and GE requirements. The committee did not have the
 proposal in advance of the meeting and, therefore did not have adequate time to review it.
 The committee discussed the possibility of holding a special meeting on November 14 with
 the proviso that all other colleges and units be given ample opportunity (as required by the
 procedures and processes) to review the program proposal and detailed course modification
 and inventory requests along with syllabi. It was quickly concluded that such a review
 would not be possible in that time frame. In addition, it was noted that other colleges were
 held to the same processes, procedures, and curriculum standards in past years. However,
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 the committee agreed to make every effort possible to complete the review on a timely basis.
 Upon receipt of the complete proposal, including course modification and inventory changes
 accompanied by required syllabi, the UCAPC will meet on December 3 at 12 noon to make
 every effort possible to conduct its review in preparation for recommendations to the Faculty
 Senate.
To improve the efficiency of the review process, it would be most helpful to the UCAPC and
 ultimately the Faculty Senate if all other colleges and their respective departments and
 curriculum committees review the RS COB proposal and provide any comments,
 recommendations, etc. to their UCAPC representatives. The proposal is available to review
 as follows:
Raj Soin College of Business Program Changes for Conversion to Four
 Credit Hours
 Specific course modification and inventory requests along with course syllabi will be
 distributed to the UCAPC college representatives before November 15. 
  
 Note: Other colleges submitting curriculum and policy proposals for review by the committee need to submit the
 original and 18 copies at least 8 working days in advance of the December 3 meeting.
UCAPC HOME
  
   
 
Comparative Studies and Regional Studies Courses 
COLA Modification and Inventory Requests 
 
 
 
Course 
 
Variable 
Title 
Course 
Modification 
Request 
Course 
Inventory 
Request 
    
Comparative Studies (CST & CSE)    
    CST 220     Comparative Non-Western Environments  Change to 221 Delete 220 
    CST 230     Comparative Non-Western View Variable Title  Delete 
            CST 231     Comparative Non-Western Literature   New 
            CST 232     Comparative Non-Western Religions   New 
    CST 240     Comparative Non-Western Cultures Variable Title  Delete 
            CST 241     Comparative Non-Western Cultures   New 
            CST 242     Comparative Non-Western Cultures: Music   New 
            CST 243     Comparative Non-Western Cultures: Art   New 
    CST 250     Comparative Non-Western Social Systems Variable Title Change to 251 Delete 250 
    CSE 250     Comparative Non-Western Economic Systems** Variable Title   
    
Regional Studies (RST & RSE)    
    RST 260     Regional Studies: Asia Variable Title  Delete 
            RST 261     Regional Studies: Japan   New 
            RST 262     Regional Studies: China   New 
    RSE 260     Regional Studies: Asia: China**    
    RST 270     Regional Studies: Africa  Change to 271 Delete 270 
    RST 280     Regional Studies: Latin America  Change to 281 Delete 280 
    RST 290     Regional Studies: Middle East  Change to 291 Delete 290 
 
** CSE and RSE are Department of Economics, College of Business, courses and are not included in COLA Requests. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Raj Soin College of Business 
 
 
 
Program Changes 
for 
Fall 2003 Conversion to Four Credit Hours 
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Bachelor of Science in Business Core Requirements 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
I.  General Education 
 
51 
 
 
 
I.  General Education 
 
48 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: Mathematics (counted in section II)  3 hrs 
     Area Four: Economics (counted in section II)    3 hrs 
 
 
 
 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: 
          Mathematics (counted in section II)            4 hrs 
     Area Three: 
          Economics (counted in section II)              4 hrs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Area Six:   College Component:                       4 hrs 
          EC 290 or FIN 205 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
II.  Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
 
 
II.  Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
   EC 201, 202, 203 
        (substitution for GE, EC 200) 
 
9 
 
 
 
   EC 204, 205 
        (substitution for GE Area Three, EC 200) 
 
8 
 
   MS 201, 202, 203 
 
9 
 
 
 
   MS 204, 205 
 
8 
 
   CS 205 
 
4 
 
 
 
   CS 205 
 
4 
 
   ENG 330 
 
4 
 
 
 
   ENG 330 
 
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   COM 101 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Other Business Required Core Courses 
 
45 
 
 
 
   Other Business Required Core Courses 
 
44 
 
   ACC 201, 202 
 
6 
 
 
 
   ACC 204, 205 
 
8 
 
   EC   320 
 
3 
 
 
 
   EC   310 
 
4 
 
   FIN  301, 302 
 
6 
 
 
 
   FIN  310 
 
4 
 
   MIS  300 
 
4 
 
 
 
   MIS  300 
 
4 
 
   MS  306 
 
3 
 
 
 
   MS  307 
 
4 
 
   MKT 301, 302 
 
7 
 
 
 
   MKT 300 
 
4 
 
   LAW 350 
 
3 
 
 
 
   LAW 300 
 
4 
 
   MGT 300, 302, 490, 491, 492 
 
13 
 
 
 
   MGT 304, 493, 499 
 
12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III.  Major Core and Elective Requirements 
 
59 
 
 
 
III.  Major Core and Elective Requirements 
 
60 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
189 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
187 
 
 
 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Department of Accountancy 
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Bachelor of Science in Accountancy 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
I. General Education 
 
51 
 
 
 
I. General Education 
 
48 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: Mathematics (counted in section II)  
     Area Four: Economics (counted in section II) 
 
 
 
 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: 
          Mathematics (counted in section II)  
     Area Three: 
          Economics (counted in section II) 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Area Six: 
         College Component: Econ. 290 or Fin. 205 
 
 
4 
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
 
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
   EC 201, 202, 203 
        (substitution for GE, EC 200) 
 
9 
 
 
 
   EC 204, 205 
        (substitution for GE Area Three, EC 200) 
 
8 
 
   Other Business Required Core Courses 
   (See College of Business Core Requirements) 
 
62 
 
 
 
   Other Business Required Core Courses 
   (See College of Business Core Requirements) 
 
63 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III. Accountancy Core and Elective Requirements 
 
42 
 
 
 
III. Accountancy Core and Elective Requirements 
 
44 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
   Acc 203, 304, 305, 306, 321, 322, 328, 
         407, 421, 441, 442,   498 
 
36 
 
 
 
   Acc 206, 307, 308, 309, 323, 326, 343, 
        423, 424, 444 
 
40 
 
   Law 360, Fin. 303 
 
6 
 
 
 
  Fin. 311 
 
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IV. Business Electives 
 
3 
 
 
 
IV. Business Electives 
 
8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V. Non-Business Electives 
 
14 
 
 
 
V. Non-Business Electives 
 
8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
189 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
187 
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Department of Accountancy Courses 
Modifications and Inventories 
 
 
Course (Credit Hours) 
 
Modification 
 
Inventory 
 
 
 
 
Credit 
Hours 
Change 
 
 
 
Catalog Title Change 
 
 
Additional 
Changes* 
 
 
200 Individual Income Tax Preparation (3) 
 
  
 
Inactive 
 
 
201 Accounting Concepts and Principles I, II (3) 
 
  
 
 
 
Delete (b) 
202 Accounting Concepts and Principles I, II (3) 
 
  
 
 
 
Delete (b) 
203 Introduction to Accounting Systems (3) 
 
  
 
 
 
Delete (b) 
204 Accounting Principles I (4) 4 (a)  
 
 
 
New Course 
205 Accounting Principles II (4) 
 
4 (a)  
 
 
 
New Course 
206 Accounting Systems and Internal Control (4) 
 
4 (a)  
 
 
 
New Course 
300 Accounting For Managerial Analysis (3) 
 
  
 
Inactive 
 
 
304 Financial Accounting I (3) 
 
   
 
Delete (b) 
305 Financial Accounting II (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
306 Financial Accounting III (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
307 Intermediate Accounting I (4) 4 (a)   
 
New Course 
308 Intermediate Accounting II (4) 4 (a)   
 
New Course 
309 Advanced Accounting (4) 4 (a)   
 
New Course 
321 Management Accounting I (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
322 Management Accounting II (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
323 Management Accounting (4) 4 (a)   
 
New Course 
326 Accounting Systems Design and Implementation (4) 4 (a)   
 
New Course 
328 Accounting Systems I (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
343 Federal Income Tax I (4) 4 (a)   
 
New Course 
407 Financial Accounting IV (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
412 Accounting Systems II (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
421 Auditing I (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
422 Auditing II (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
423 Auditing (4) 4 (a)   
 
New Course 
424 Managerial Accounting Advanced (4) 4 (a)   
 
New Course 
431 Governmental Accounting (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
441 Income Tax Accounting I (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
442 Income Tax Accounting II (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
444 Federal Income Tax II (4) 4 (a)   
 
New Course 
451 International Accounting (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
454 International Accounting (4) 4 (a)   
 
New Course 
477 Special Topics in Accounting (1-3) 4 (a)  5 
 
 
478 Honors:  Independent Study In Accountancy (3) 4 (a)  5 
 
 
481 Internship in Accounting (3) 4 (a)  5,8 
 
 
498 Seminar in Management Accounting (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
499 Seminar in Financial Accounting (3)    
 
Delete (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 = credit hours changed; 8 = prerequisite change 
(a) All 4-credit hour courses effective Fall/2003. 
(b) All delete courses effective Fall/2004. 
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Department of Economics 
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Bachelor of Science in Business Economics 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
I. General Education 
 
51 
 
 
 
I. General Education 
 
48 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: Mathematics (counted in section II)  
     Area Four: Economics (counted in section II) 
 
 
 
 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: 
          Mathematics (counted in section II)  
     Area Three: 
          Economics (counted in section II) 
    Area Six: 
         College Component: EC 290 or FIN 205 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
 
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
   EC 201, 202, 203 
        (substitution for GE, EC 200) 
 
9 
 
 
 
   EC 204, 205 
        (substitution for GE Area Three, EC 200) 
 
8 
 
   Other Business Required Core Courses 
         (see College of Business Core Requirements) 
 
62 
 
 
 
   Other Business Required Core Courses 
         (see College of Business Core Requirements) 
 
63 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III. Economics Core and Elective Requirements 
 
36 
 
 
 
III. Economics Core and Elective Requirements 
 
40 
 
   EC 301, 315, 317, 319, 409 
 
18 
 
 
 
   EC 301, 315, 317, 319, 409 
 
20 
 
   EC Electives 
 
18 
 
 
 
   EC Electives 
 
20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IV. Business Electives 
 
6-9 
 
 
 
IV. Business Electives 
 
8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V. Non-Business Electives 
 
14-17 
 
 
 
V. Non-Business Electives 
 
12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
189 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
187 
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Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
I. General Education 
 
51 
 
 
 
I. General Education 
 
48 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: Mathematics (counted in section III)  
     Area Four: Economics (counted in section II) 
 
 
 
 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: 
          Mathematics (counted in section III)  
     Area Three: 
          Economics (counted in section II) 
    Area Six: 
         College Component: EC 290  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
II. Departmental Requirements 
 
51 
 
 
 
II. Departmental Requirements 
 
56 
 
   EC 201, 202, 203 
         (substitution for GE, EC 200) 
 
9 
 
 
 
   EC 204 and 205 
         (substitution for GE Area Three, EC 200) 
 
8 
 
   EC 301, 315, 317, 319 
 
15 
 
 
 
   EC 301, 315, 317, 319 
 
16 
 
   EC Electives 
 
27 
 
 
 
   EC Electives 
 
32 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III. Related Requirements 
 
28-31 
 
 
 
III. Related Requirements 
 
28-30 
 
   CS 205 
   MTH 128 or MTH 129 
   MTH 228 (substitution for GE, MTH 145)  
   MS 201, 202, 203 or STT 264 and STT 265             8-9
   Two upper-division courses in one area:                   8 
      PLS, PHL, PSY, SOC, GEO, ATH, HST, URS  
 
4 
3-5 
 
   5 
 
 
 
   CS 205 
   MTH 128 or MTH 129 
   MTH 228(substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145)  
   MS 204 and 205 or STT 264 and STT 265 
   Two upper-division courses in one area: 
         PLS, PSY, SOC, GEO, ATH, HST, URS  
 
4 
3-5 
 
5 
8 
8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IV. Foreign Language and Research Methods 
 
16-24 
 
 
 
IV. Foreign Language and Research Methods 
 
16-24 
 
   Foreign Language 
         (see College of Liberal Arts Requirements) 
   Research Methods 
       Computer Science 
           MS 201 (counted in section III) 
       Statistics/Quantitative Methods 
           CS 205 (counted in section III) 
       Philosophy: one course from 
           PHL 215, 223, 322, 323, 471, 472 
 
12-20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
   Foreign Language 
         (see College of Liberal Arts Requirements) 
   Research Methods 
       Computer Science 
           CS 205 (counted in section III) 
       Statistics/Quantitative Methods 
           MS 204 or equivalent (as counted in section III) 
       Philosophy: one course from 
           PHL 215, 223, 323, 471, 472 
 
12-20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V. Electives 
 
35-46 
 
 
 
V. Electives 
 
34-44 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
192 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
192 
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Minor in Economics 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
Principles Courses 
 
9 
 
 
 
Principles Courses 
 
8 
 
   EC 201, 202, and 203 (Grade of “C” or higher) 
 
 
 
 
 
   EC 204 and EC 205 (Grade of “C” or higher) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Elective Courses 
 
15 
 
 
 
Elective Courses 
 
16 
 
   Five economics courses 
 
 
 
 
 
   Four economics courses 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
24 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
24 
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Department of Economics Courses 
Modifications and Inventories 
 
 
Course (Credit Hours) 
 
Modification 
 
Inventory 
 
 
 
 
Credit 
Hours 
Change 
 
 
 
Catalog Title Change 
 
 
Additional 
Changes* 
 
 
 
200 Economic Life (3) 
 
4hrs.(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
  
201 Introduction To Economics (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete (b)  
202 Microeconomics (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete (b)  
203 Macroeconomics (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete (b)  
204 Principles of Microeconomics (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Course  
205 Principles of Macroeconomics (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Course  
290 Economic, Business and Social Issues (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
310 Global Economy (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Course  
300 Consumer Economics (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
11=Inactive 
 
  
301 Money and Banking (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
315 Intermediate Microeconomics (4) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
317 Intermediate Macroeconomics (4) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
319 Institutional Economics (4) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
320 Global Economy (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete (b)  
321 Economic History (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
US Economic History 
 
3,8,10 
 
  
326 Economics of Poverty and Discrimination (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
328 Socialist and Radical Economics (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
11=Inactive 
 
  
330 Urban Economic Problems and Prospects (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
340 International Economic Relations (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
11=Inactive 
 
  
351 Labor Markets (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
352 Labor History and Legislation (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
370 Environmental Economics (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
401 Managerial Economics (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
402 Monetary Economics (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
409 Applied Econometrics (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
410 Mathematical Economics (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
Mathematical Methods for Economics 
 
3, 8,10 
 
  
412 Forecasting Economic Activities (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
419 International Economics (4) 
 
4 hrs.   New Course  
420 Law and Economics (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
425 Development of Economic Thought (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
431 Federal Finance and the Economy (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
Public Finance 
 
3,8 
 
  
432 State and Local Finance and the Economy (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
11=Inactive 
 
  
435 Comparative Economic Systems (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
Comparative Capitalist Institutions 
 
3,8,10 
 
  
436 Industrial Organization (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
440 Regional Economic Growth and Change (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
441 International Trade and the Economy (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
International Trade Theory & Policy 
 
3,8,10 
 
  
442 International Monetary Theory and Problems (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
Open Economy Macroeconomics 
 
3,8,10 
 
  
444 Economic Development and World Poverty (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
Economic Development & Transition 
 
3,8,10 
 
  
445 Political Economy of Women (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
450 Economics of Information Technology (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
454 Economics of Collective Bargaining (3) 
 
  
 
 
 
11=Inactive 
 
  
477 Economic Studies (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
478 Honors:  Independent Study in Economics (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
480 Economic Issues (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
481, 482, and 483  Independent Reading (1 to 4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* 3=Title for Student Record, 8=Prerequisite, 10=Catalog Description. (a) Previously approved for Fall 03.  (b) Delete beginning Fall 2004. 
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Department of Finance and Financial Services 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 11
 
Bachelor of Science in Finance 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Program 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Program 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
I. General Education 51  
 
I. General Education 48 
 
Required Substitutions: 
  Area One: Mathematics (counted in section II) 3 hrs 
  Area Four: Economics (counted in Section II) 3 hrs 
 
 
        
  
Required Substitutions: 
  Area One: 
     Mathematics (counted in section II)                4 hrs 
  Area Three: 
      Economics (counted in section II)                  4 hrs 
  Area Six:  College Component:                          4 hrs 
      EC 290 or FIN 205 
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
 
79  
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
        
       79 
MTH 129, 228 
    (substitution for GE, MTH 145) 
8 
 
 
 MTH 129, 228 
     (substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145) 
        8 
 
         
EC 201, 202, 203 
     (substitution for GE, EC 200) 
9  EC 204, 205 
     (substitution for GE Area Three, EC 200) 
        8 
Other Business Required Core Courses 
     (see College of Business Core Requirements) 
62  Other Business Required Core Courses 
     (see College of Business Core Requirements) 
      63 
III. Finance Major Requirements   III.  Finance Major Requirements  
ACC 203 – Introduction to Accounting Systems 
ACC 304 – Financial Accounting I 
ACC 305 – Financial Accounting II 
ACC 306 – Financial Accounting III 
FIN 401 – Investing in Securities  
FIN 420 – Seminar in Financial Management 
FIN 421 – Working Capital Management 
FIN 490 – International Financial Management 
 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
27 
 
 
ACC 206 – Accounting Systems & Internal Control 
ACC 307 – Intermediate Accounting I 
ACC 308 – Intermediate Accounting II 
FIN 311 – Financial Management II 
FIN 401 – Investing in Securities 
FIN 419 – Financial Planning & Analysis 
FIN 490 – International Financial Management 
 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
28 
IV. Finance Electives 
Any 300-400 level finance course, most accounting 
courses, and some economics courses qualify as finance 
electives.  See Advisor. 
12 
 
 
 
 
IV. Finance Electives 
Any 300-400 level finance course, most accounting 
courses, and some economics courses qualify as finance 
electives.  See Advisor. 
12 
 
 
V.  Business Electives   6  
 
V. Business Electives 
      
12 
VI.  Non-Business Electives        14  VI.  Non-Business Electives 8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
189 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
187 
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Bachelor of Science in Financial Services 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Program 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Program 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
I. General Education 51  
 
I. General Education 48 
Required Subsitutions: 
  Area One: Mathematics (counted in section II) 3 hrs 
  Area Four: Economics (counted in Section II) 3 hrs 
 
  Required Substitutions: 
  Area One: 
     Mathematics (counted in section II)                4 hrs 
  Area Three: 
      Economics (counted in section II)                  4 hrs 
  Area Six:  College Component:                          4 hrs 
      EC 290 or FIN 205 
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
 
79  
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
        
     79 
MTH 129, 228 
    (substitution for GE, MTH 145) 
EC 201, 202, 203 
     (substitution for GE, EC 200) 
8 
 
9 
 MTH 129, 228 
     (substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145) 
EC 204, 205 
     (substitution for GE Area Three, EC 200) 
       8 
 
       8 
Other Business Required Core Courses 
     (see College of Business Core Requirements) 
62  Other Business Required Core Courses 
     (see College of Business Core Requirements) 
     63 
III. Financial Services Major Requirements   III. Financial Services Major Requirements         
FIN 305 – Personal Financial Planning 
FIN 306 – Foundations of Financial Planning 
FIN 351 – Risk and Insurance 
FIN 401 – Investing in Securities  
FIN 461 – Retirement Planning and Employee Benefits 
FIN 462 – Estate Planning 
FIN 463 – Seminar in Financial Services 
ACC 441 – Income Tax Accounting I 
 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
24 
 
 
FIN 315 – Foundations of Financial Planning 
FIN 311 – Financial Management II 
FIN 351 – Risk and Insurance  
FIN 401 – Investing in Securities 
FIN 461 – Retirement Planning and Employee Benefits 
FIN 462 – Estate Planning 
ACC 343 – Federal Income Tax 
 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
28 
IV. Financial Services Electives 
 
12 
 
 
 
 
IV. Financial Services Electives 
Any 300 or 400 finance course and ACC 444 qualify. 
12 
 
 
V.  Business Electives  9  
 
V.  Business Electives 
      
12 
VI.  Non-Business Electives        14  VI.  Non-Business Electives 8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
189 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
187 
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Department of Finance and Financial Services Courses 
Modifications and Inventories 
 
 
Course (Credit Hours) 
 
Modification 
 
Inventory 
 
 
 
 
Credit 
Hours 
Change 
 
 
 
Catalog Title Change 
 
 
Additional 
Changes* 
 
 
 
205 (4) Personal Finance  
 
 
 
 No Changes 
 
(a)  
280 (3) Special Topics in Finance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete (b)  
301(3) Business Finance I 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete (b)  
302 (3) Business Finance II 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete (b)  
303 (3) Case Problems in Financial Management 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete (b)  
305 (3) Personal Financial Planning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete (b) 
306 (3) Foundations of Financial Planning 
   
Delete (b) 
315 (4)  Foundations of Financial Planning 
 
 
 
 
 
 New Course  
310 (4) Financial Management I 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Course  
311 (4)  Financial Management II  
 
 
 
 
 
New Course  
331 (3)  Real Estate Principles and Practices 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
332 (3)  Real Estate Law 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
351 (3)  Risk and Insurance 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
401 (3)  Investing in Securities 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8   
402 (3) Seminar in Investments 
 
4 hrs.            8 
 
  
403 (4)  Real Money Investing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Course  
411 (3) Management of Financial Institutions 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 8 
 
 
419 (4) Financial Planning and Analysis  
 
  
 
New Course  
420 (3) Seminar in Financial Management 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 8 
 
 
421 (3) Working Capital Management  
 
  
 
Delete (b) 
430 (4) Real Estate Finance and Appraisal  
 
  
 
New Course  
433 (3)  Real Estate Finance  
 
  
 
Delete (b) 
434 (3) Real Estate Valuation and Appraisal  
 
  
 
Delete (b)  
435 (3) Investing in Real Estate 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8   
452 (3) Life and Health Insurance    
 
Delete (b)  
453 (3) Property and Liability Risk Management  
 
  
 
Delete (b) 
455 (4) Advanced Topics in Insurance  
 
  
 
New Course  
461 (3) Retirement Planning and Employee Benefits 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
8 
 
  
462 (3) Estate Planning 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 8 
 
  
463 (3) Seminar in Financial Services    
 
Delete (b)  
470 (3 to 6) Practicum in Financial Planning 
 
4 or 8 hrs 
 
  
 
  
477 (1 to 3) Finance Studies 1 to 4 hrs   
 
  
478 (1 to 6) Honors: Independent Study in Finance 
 
1 to 8 hrs 
 
 
 
 
 
  
480 (1 to 6) Special Topics in Finance 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
5 
 
 
  
481 (3 or 6) Internship in Finance 
 
4 to 8 hrs   
 
  
490 (3) International Financial Management 
 
4 hrs.  8 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8=Prerequisite 
(a) Previously approved for 4 credit hrs. beginning Fall 2003. 
(b) Delete from inventory beginning Fall 2004. 
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Department of Management 
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Bachelor of Science in Human Resource Management 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
I. General Education 
 
51 
 
 
 
I. General Education 
 
48 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: Mathematics (counted in section II)  
     Area Four: Economics (counted in section II) 
 
 
 
 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: 
          Mathematics (counted in section II)  
     Area Three: 
          Economics (counted in section II) 
    Area Six: 
         College Component  (either EC 290 or FIN 205) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
 
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
   EC 201, 202, 203 
        (substitution for GE, EC 200) 
 
9 
 
 
 
   EC 204, 205 
        (substitution for GE Area Three, EC 200) 
 
8 
     
     
 
   Other Business Required Core Courses 
 
62 
 
 
 
   Other Business Required Core Courses 
 
63 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III.HRM Core and Elective Requirements 
 
36 
 
 
 
III. HRM Core and Elective Requirements 
 
36 
      
 
 
 LAW 360, 420   
 MGT 321, 410,  412, 422, 424, 495 
 
24 
 
 
 
LAW 440, 420  
 MGT 321, 410, 412, 425, 495  
 
28 
    HRM Electives  
(one of three 4-course concentrations) 
 
12 
 
 
 
 HRM Electives (choose 2 MGT or LAW courses at the 
300 or 400 level) 
 
8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IV. Business Electives 
 
6-9 
 
 
 
IV.  Business  Electives 
 
12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V. Non-Business Electives 
 
14-17 
 
 
 
V. Non-Business Electives 
 
12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
189 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
187 
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Bachelor of Science in Management 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
I. General Education 
 
51 
 
 
 
I. General Education 
 
48 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: Mathematics (counted in section II)  
     Area Four: Economics (counted in section II) 
 
 
 
 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: 
          Mathematics (counted in section II)  
     Area Three: 
          Economics (counted in section II) 
    Area Six: 
         College Component (either EC 290 or FIN 205) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
 
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
   EC 201, 202, 203 
        (substitution for GE, EC 200) 
 
9 
 
 
 
   EC 204, 205 
        (substitution for GE Area Three, EC 200) 
 
8 
     
     
 
   Other Business Required Core Courses 
 
62 
 
 
 
   Other Business Required Core Courses 
 
63 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III. Management Core and Elective Requirements 
 
36 
 
 
 
III. Management Core and Elective Requirements 
 
36 
     
 
 
   LAW 360, 420   
   MGT 321, 410,  411, 412, 485 
   MS 435  
 
24 
 
 
 
  LAW 420 
  MGT 321, 410, 411, 473, 485  
 
24 
    MGT Electives  
12 
 
 
 
   MGT Electives (any 3 MGT/LAW courses at the 300 
or 400 level) 
 
12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IV. Business Electives 
 
6-9 
 
 
 
IV. Business Electives 
 
12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V. Non-Business Electives 
 
14-17 
 
 
 
V. Non-Business Electives 
 
12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
189 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
187 
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Minor in Management 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
Required Courses 
 
15 
 
 
 
Required Courses 
 
16 
 
   MGT 302, 321, 485 
 
 
 
 
 
   MGT 304, 321, 411 
 
 
 
   LAW 350, 420 
 
 
 
 
 
   LAW 300 
 
 
 
Elective Courses (choose three from) 
 
9 
 
 
 
Elective Courses (choose 2 from) 
 
8 
 
   MGT 410, 411, 412, 473, 473, 474, 480 
 
 
 
 
 
   LAW 420, 440 
 
 
 
   LAW 360 
 
 
 
 
 
   MGT 410, 412, 470, 474, 485, 480 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
24 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
24 
 
 
Admission:   Admitted to major program, junior status (90 hours), GPA for admission = to student’s major  
program.  Must apply.  Maintain Minimum of “C” average. 
 
These admission requirements are not changed in any way. 
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Department of Management Courses 
Modifications and Inventories 
 
 
Course (Credit Hours) 
 
Modification 
 
Inventory 
 
 
 
 
Credit 
Hours 
Chan
ge 
 
 
 
Catalog Title Change 
 
 
Additional 
Changes 
(10= 
Course 
descriptn.) 
 
Effective Fall 
2003 
 
MGT 101 Community Leadership (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
MGT 200 Elements of  Management and Supervision (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
Elements of Management 
 
 
 
  
MGT 300 Business Integrity (1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete   
MGT 302 Management and Organizational Behavior (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete  
MGT 304  Management and Organizational Behavior (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Course  
MGT 321 Human Resource Management (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
10 
 
  
MGT 410 Organizational Development (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
MGT 411 Leadership (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
Leadership and Effective Teams 
 
10 
 
  
MGT 412 Labor Relations (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
Positive Employee Relations 
 
10 
 
  
MGT 422 Compensation (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete  
MGT 424 Staffing the Organization (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete  
MGT 425 HR Consulting Skills (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Course  
MGT 470 Business Integrity Capacity (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Course 
MGT 473 Managing Conflict in Business 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
MGT 474 Quality Business Practices (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
10 
 
  
MGT 475 Small Business Management (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
10 
 
 
MGT 477 Special Studies in Management (1 to 3) 
 
1 to 4 
hrs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MGT 478 Honors: Independent Study in Management        
        (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MGT 480 Special Topics in Management (1 to 4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
MGT 481 Internship (3 to 6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
MGT 485 International Management (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
MGT 490 Managing Technology and Environment              
        (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete 
MGT 491 Public Policy in the Business Environment           
       (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete 
 
MGT 492 Strategic Management & Organizational              
         Policy  (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete 
 
MGT 493 Public Policy in the Business Environment           
       (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Course 
 
MGT 495 Strategies for Human Resource                           
        Management (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
Human Resources Strategy Practicum 
 
10 
 
 
 
MGT 499 Strategic Management & Organizational              
         Policy (4)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Course 
 
LAW 300 The Legal Environment of Business (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Course  
LAW 350 The Legal Environment of Business (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete  
LAW 360 Legal Aspects of business Organization (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete  
LAW 370  Legal Aspects of Commercial Transactions        
          (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delete 
 
LAW 420 Legal Aspects of Managing a Diverse Work        
              Force  (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
10 
 
 
LAW 
LAW 440 Legal Aspects of Managing Employees (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Course  
LAW 477 Special Studies in Business Law (1 to 4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LAW 480 Special Topics in Law (1 to 4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* 3=Title for Student Record, 8=Prerequisite, 10=Catalog Description (a) Previously approved for 4 credit hrs. beginning Fall 2003. 
(b) Delete from inventory beginning Fall 2004. 
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Department of Management Science and Information Systems 
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Bachelor of Science in Management Information Systems 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
I.  General Education 
 
51 
 
 
 
I.  General Education 
 
48 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: Mathematics (counted in section II)  3 hrs 
     Area Four: Economics (counted in section II)    3 hrs 
 
 
 
 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: 
          Mathematics (counted in section II)           4 hrs 
     Area Three: 
          Economics (counted in section II)              4 hrs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Area Six:   College Component:                       4 hrs 
          EC 290  or FIN 205 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
II.  Business Core Requirements 
 
75 
 
 
 
II.  Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
   EC 201, 202, 203 
        (substitution for GE, EC 200) 
 
9 
 
 
 
   EC 204, 205 
        (substitution for GE Area Three, EC 200) 
 
8 
   
 
  
 
   Other Business Req’d Core Courses (No MIS 300) 
 
58 
 
 
 
   Other Business Req’d Core Courses (with MIS 300) 
 
63 
   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III.  MIS Core and Elective Requirements 
 
47 
 
 
 
III.  MIS Core and Elective Requirements 
 
44 
 
   MIS 210, 321, 322, 323, 400, 410, 420, 490 
 
24 
 
 
 
   MIS 215, 305, 325, 345, 415, 425, 450, 495 
 
32 
 
   CS 208, CS 209 
 
8 
 
 
 
   CS 208, CS 209 
 
8 
 
   MIS electives 
 
6 
  
   MIS elective 
 
4 
 
   ACC 203, 300, 328 
 
9 
 
 
  
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
IV.  Electives 
 
16 
 
 
 
IV.  Electives 
 
16 
 
   Business Electives 
 
10 
 
 
 
   Business  and Non-Business Electives 
 
16 
 
   Non-Business Electives 
 
6 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
189 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
187 
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Minor in Management Information Systems 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
I.  Principles Courses 
 
12 
 
 
 
I.  Principles Courses 
 
16 
 
   MIS 321, 322, 410, 420 
 
 
 
 
 
   MIS 325, 345, 415, 425 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
II.  Electives: 
 
9 
 
 
 
II.  Electives 
 
4 
 
Choose 3 of the following courses: 
   
Choose 1 of the following courses: 
 
 
   ACC 328, 412 
   
   ACC 326 
 
 
   MIS  323,  430 
   
   MIS  435, 450 
 
 
   CS   208,  209,  214 
   
   CS   208,  209,  214 
 
 
   CEG 210 
   
   CEG 210 
 
 
   EC   409 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   MKT 451 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
21 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
20 
 
 
Note  : The MIS minor is open only to Raj Soin College of Business Students 
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Department of Management Science and Information Systems 
Management Information Systems (MIS)  
Course Modifications and Inventories 
 
 
Course (Credit Hours) 
 
Modification 
 
Inventory 
 
 
 
 
Credit 
Hours 
Change 
 
 
 
Catalog Title Change 
 
 
Additional 
Changes* 
 
 
100 Intro to Computer-based Information Systems (4)  
 
 
 
 No change 
210 Business Data Structures (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
300 Intro to Management Information Systems (4)  
 
 
 
 No change 
321 System Analysis Methodologies (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
322 System Design and Implementation (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
323 Management of IS Projects (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
340 Web Applications Development (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
400 Business Operating Systems (3)  
 
  Delete (b) 
410 Business Database Processing (3)  
 
  Delete (b) 
420 Data Communications, Networks, and Distributed  
      Processing (3) 
 
 
  Delete (b) 
430 Decision Support Systems (3)  
 
  Delete (b) 
440 E-commerce Management and Technology (3)  
 
  Delete (b) 
477 Special Studies in Management Information           
     Systems (1-4) 
1-4 
 
 
 
 No change 
478 Honors:  Independent Study in Management          
     Information Systems (3–6) 
4-8 
 
   
480 Special Topics in Management Information             
    Systems (3) 
4 
 
 10  
481 Internship in Management Information Systems      
    (1-6) 
1-8 
 
   
490 Information Systems Development Project (3)  
 
  Delete (b) 
  
 
   
215 Business Data Structures (4)  
 
  New Course 
305 Business Operating Systems (4)  
 
  New Course 
325 Analysis and Design of IS (4)  
 
  New Course 
345 E-Business Design and Application (4)  
 
  New Course 
415 Business Database Systems (4)  
 
  New Course 
425 Business Networks and Telecommunications (4)  
 
  New Course 
435 Decision Support Systems (4)  
 
  New Course 
450 Systems Development and Implementation (4)  
 
  New Course 
495 IS Project Management and Development (4)    New Course 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* 3=Title for Student Record, 8=Prerequisite, 10=Catalog Description 
 (b) Delete from inventory beginning Fall 2004.  Paperwork will be submitted at a later date. 
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Bachelor of Science in Operations Management 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
I.  General Education 
 
51 
 
 
 
I.  General Education 
 
48 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: Mathematics (counted in section II)  3 hrs 
     Area Four: Economics (counted in section II)    3 hrs 
 
 
 
 
 
   Required Substitutions: 
     Area One: 
          Mathematics (counted in section II)           4 hrs 
     Area Three: 
          Economics (counted in section II)              4 hrs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Area Six:   College Component:                       4 hrs 
          EC 290  or FIN 205 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
II.  Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
 
 
II.  Business Core Requirements 
 
79 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
 
 
   MTH 129, 228 
        (substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145) 
 
8 
 
   EC 201, 202, 203 
        (substitution for GE, EC 200) 
 
9 
 
 
 
   EC 204, 205 
        (substitution for GE Area Three, EC 200) 
 
8 
   
 
  
 
   Other Business Required Core Courses 
 
62 
 
 
 
   Other Business Required Core Courses 
 
63 
   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III.  OM Core and Elective Requirements 
 
35 
 
 
 
III.  OM Core and Elective Requirements 
 
36 
 
   MS 331, 435, 437, 438, 439, 490 
 
18 
 
 
 
   MS 320, 330, 333, 334, 460, 495 
 
24 
 
   MKT 431,  MGT 411,  CS 206 
 
10 
 
 
 
   MS Elective (Choose 1)  MS 322, 324, 481 
 
4 
 
   ENG 333 
 
4 
  
   ENG 333 
 
4 
 
   ACC 300 
 
3 
 
 
 
   ACC 323 
 
4 
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
IV.  Electives 
 
24 
 
 
 
IV.  Electives 
 
24 
 
   Business Electives 
 
12 
 
 
 
   Business Electives 
 
8-16 
 
   Non-Business Electives 
 
12 
 
 
 
   Non-Business Electives 
 
8-16 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
189 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
187 
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Minor in Operations Management 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
I.  Principles Courses 
 
21 
 
 
 
I.  Principles Courses 
 
16 
 
   MS 203, 306, 331, 435, 437, 438, 439 
 
 
 
 
 
   MS 205, 307, 320, 330 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
II.  Electives: 
 
3 
 
 
 
II.  Electives 
 
8 
 
Choose 1 of the following courses: 
   
Choose 2 of the following courses: 
 
 
   MGT 412,  474 
   
   MS 322, 324, 333, 334 
 
 
   MIS 321 
    
 
   MKT 431,  475 
   
ISE majors (only) may choose  the following courses: 
 
 
   MS   340,  477,  480-A, -B, -C, -D 
   
   ISE 306,  ME220 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
24 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
24 
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Department of Management Science and Information Systems 
Management Science (MS) 
Course Modifications and Inventories 
 
 
Course (Credit Hours) 
 
Modification 
 
Inventory 
 
 
 
 
Credit 
Hours 
Change 
 
 
 
Catalog Title Change 
 
 
Additional 
Changes* 
 
 
201 Introduction to Data Analysis (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
202 Introduction to Statistical Inference (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
203 Applied Statistical Methods for Business (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
306 Introduction to Operations Management (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
331 Forecasting and Inventory Management (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
340 Global Operations Management (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
435 Quality Management (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
437 Production and Inventory Control (3)  
 
 
 
 Delete (b) 
438 Just-In-Time Production Systems (3)   
 
  Delete (b) 
439 Purchasing Management (3)  
 
  Delete (b) 
450 Systems Simulation in Business and Economics        (3)  
 
  Delete (b) 
477 Special Studies in Management Science (1-4)  
 
  No change 
478 Honors:  Independent Study in Management               
Science (3) 
4 
 
   
480 Special Topics in Management Science (3) 4 
 
 
 
  
481 Internship in Management Science (1-6) 1-8 
 
   
490 Senior Seminar in Management Science (3)  
 
  Delete (b) 
  
 
  
204 Introduction to Business Statistics (4) 
 
 
 
 New Course 
205 Quantitative Business Modeling (4)  
 
 New Course 
307 Introduction to Operations Management (4)  
 
  New Course 
322 Systems Simulation for Operations (4)  
 
  New Course 
324 Managing the Service Sector (4)  
 
  New Course 
330 Quality Management (4)  
 
  New Course 
320 Basics of Supply Chain Management (4)  
 
  New Course 
333 Operations Planning (4)  
 
  New Course 
334 Global Supply Chain Management (4)  
 
  New Course 
460 Strategic Management of Operations (4)  
 
  New Course 
495 OM Project Management and Development (4)  
 
  New Course 
  
 
   
  
 
   
    
 
 
 
* 3=Title for Student Record, 8=Prerequisite, 10=Catalog Description 
(a) Previously approved for 4 credit hrs. beginning Fall 2003. 
(b) Delete from inventory beginning Fall 2004.  Paperwork will be submitted later. 
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Department of Marketing 
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Bachelor of Science in Marketing 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base New Four Credit Hour Base 
 Hours  Hours 
I.  General Education 51 I.  General Education 48 
   
    Required Substitutions: 
    Area One:  Mathematics (counted in section II) 
     Area Four:  Economics (counted in section II) 
 Required Substitutions: 
  Area One:  Mathematics (counted in section II) 4 hrs. 
  Area Three:  Economics (counted in section II) 4 hrs. 
  Area Six:  College Component (counted in 
  section III)  EC 290 or FIN 205 4 hrs. 
 
    
II.  Business Core Requirements 79 II.  Business Core Requirements 79 
     Math 129, 228 
     (substitution for GE, MTH 145) 
8      Math 129, 228 
     (substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145) 
8 
     EC 201, 202, 203 
     (substitution for GE, EC 200) 
9      EC 204, 205 
     (substitution for GE Area Three, EC 200) 
8 
    
Other Business Required Core Courses (This 
includes MKT. 301 and 302) 
62 
 
     Other Business Required Core Courses 
     (All College of Business Core 
      Requirements) 
63 
    
III.  Marketing Core & Elective 
        Requirements 
 
33 
III.  Marketing Core & Elective 
        Requirements 
36 
 
    
Marketing Core: 
MKT. 303, 356, 366, 416, 418, 421, 446, 
451, 492 
27 Marketing Core: 
MKT. 303, 421, 451, 452, 492 
20 
    
Marketing Electives 6 Marketing Electives 16 
    
IV.  Business Electives 12 IV.  Business Electives 12 
    
V.  Non-Business Electives 14 V.  Non-Business Electives 12 
    
Total       189 
 
Total     187 
 
28
 
 
Minor in Marketing 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base New Four Credit Hour Base 
 Hours  Hours 
Principle Course 15 Principle Course 12 
MKT. 301, 302, 303, 366, 446  MKT. 300, 303, 446  
Elective Courses  9 Elective Courses 12 
Three Marketing courses  Three Marketing courses  
    
Total 24 
 
Total 24 
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Department of Marketing Courses 
Modification and Inventories 
 
Course (Credit Hours) Course Modification Course 
Inventory 
 Course 
Hours 
Change 
Catalog Title Change Additional 
Changes* 
 
280 Special Topics in Marketing    Delete (a) 
300 Principles of Marketing 4 hrs.   New Course 
301 Principles of Marketing (3)    Delete (a) 
302 Marketing Management (3)    Delete (a) 
302 Marketing Management Lab (1)    Delete (a) 
303 Consumer Behavior (3) 4 hrs.   8, 10  
325 Sports and Event Marketing    New Course 
356 Services Marketing (3) 4 hrs.   8, 10  
366 Personal Selling and Sales Management 
(3) 
4 hrs.  8  
416 Product Management    Delete (a) 
418 Price Management (3) 4 hrs.  8  
421 International Marketing (3) 4 hrs.  8  
431 Physical Distribution (3) 4 hrs Supply-Chain Management 3, 8, 10  
435 Starting New Ventures    Delete (a) 
444 Telemarketing    Delete (a) 
446 Promotional Marketing (3) 4 hrs. Integrated Marketing 
Communications 
3, 8, 10  
447 Internet Marketing (3) 4 hrs. Technologies in Marketing 3, 8, 10  
451 Marketing Research (3) 4 hrs. Marketing Analysis 3, 8, 10  
452 Marketing Strategy    New Course 
461 Principles of Retailing (3) 4 hrs.  8  
471 Industrial Marketing 4 hrs. Business-to-Business Marketing 3, 8, 10  
475 Entrepreneurship (3) 4 hrs.  8  
477 Independent Studies in Marketing (1 to 6) 4 hrs.  8  
478 Honors: Independent  Studies in 
Marketing (3) 
4 hrs.  8  
480 Special Topics in Marketing (1 to 3) 4 hrs.  8  
481 Internship in Marketing (1 to 6) 4 hrs.  8, 10  
492 Marketing Planning  4 hrs. Senior Projects in Marketing 3, 8  
3 = Title for Student Record, 8 = Prerequisite, 10 = Catalog Description  (a) Delete from inventory Fall 2003. 
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International Business Academic Programs 
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Bachelor of Science in International Business 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Program 
 
 
 
Proposed Four Credit Hour Program 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
I. General Education 
    Required Substitutions: 
        Area One:  Mathematics ( counted in section II) 
        Area Four:  Economics (counted in section II) 
 
51 
 
 
 
I. General Education 
    Required Substitutions: 
    Area One: Mathematics (counted in section II) 
    Area Three: Economics (counted in section II) 
    Area  Six: College Component:  EC 290 or FIN 205 
     
48 
 
 
    
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
     EC 320 not required 
     MTH 129, 228 
          (substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145) 
     EC 201, 202, 209 
          (substitution for GE, EC 200) 
     Other Business Required Core Courses 
 
76 
 
8 
 
9 
 
59 
 
 
 
II. Business Core Requirements 
    EC 310 now required 
    MTH 129, 228  
         (substitution for GE Area One, MTH 145) 
     EC 204, 205 
          (substitution for GE Area Three, EC 200) 
     Other Business Required Core Courses 
           (see College of Business Core Requirements) 
 
       79 
       4 
       8  
 
 
       8 
     59  
     
III.  International Business Major Requirements 30  III. International Business Major Requirements        32
MS 340 – Global Operations Management 
EC 435 – Comparative Economic Systems 
EC 441 – International Trade and the Economy 
EC 442 – International Monetary Theory and Problems 
FIN 490 – International Financial Management 
MKT 421 – International Marketing 
MGT 485 – International Management 
ACC 451 – International Accounting 
IB 481 – International Trade Internship 
IB 486 – International Trade Management 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3      EC 435 –Comparative Economic Systems                4 
3 
 
 
 
MS 334 – Global Operations Management 
FIN 490 – International Financial Management 
MKT 421 – International Marketing 
MGT 485 – International Management 
ACC 454 – International Accounting 
IB 486 – International Trade Management 
IB481 – International Trade Internship or  
IB 496 – International Trade Consulting 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
4 
FR, GER, or SPN 201, 202, 203 
FR 325, GER 325, SPN 325 – Business Language 
12 
4 
16 
 
 
FR, GER, or SPN 201, 202, 203 
FR 325, GER 325 or SPN 325 – Business Language 
12 
4 
16 
IV. Cultural Electives  
  Choose from List provided by department 
9  
 
IV. Cultural Electives                               12 
 
Choose three from List provided by 
department                             
 
 
 
 
V.  Non-Business Electives          7  V.  Business and Non-Business Electives 0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
189 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
187 
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MINOR 
 
Admission:  This minor is open to non-Business majors only.  Students will be admitted 
to the minor when they are established in a major program of study and have earned 
junior standing. 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Program  Proposed Four Credit Hour Program 
   
Required Courses (23 hours) 
 
PLS 222 – International Politics 
IB 201 – Intro. to Int’l Business & Trade 
MGT 302 – Management & Org. Behavior 
MGT 485 – International Management 
MKT 301 – Principles of Marketing 
MKT 302 – Marketing Management 
MKT 421 – International Marketing 
 
 
 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
23 
Required Courses (24 hours) 
 
PLS 222 – International Politics 
IB 201 – Intro. to Int’l Business & Trade 
MGT 304 – Management & Org. Behavior 
MGT 485 – International Management 
MKT 300 – Principles of Marketing 
MKT 421 – International Marketing 
 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
24 
Select one course from the 
following options: 
 
FR 325 – Business French 
GER 325 – Business German 
SPA 325 – Business Spanish 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
Select one course from the 
following options: 
 
FR 325 – Business French 
GER 325 – Business German 
SPA 325 – Business Spanish or 
Other Business Language course 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
Total 27 Total 28 
   
Students who complete the required 27 
hours of course work with a “2.0” or higher 
cumulative GPA will receive the 
designation “Minor in International 
Business” on their transcript.  When 
applying for graduation, students 
completing this minor must indicate it after 
the major program of study on the degree 
application form. 
 Students who complete the 28 hours of course 
work with a “2.0” or higher cumulative GPA will 
receive the designation “Minor in International 
Business” on their transcript when they 
graduate.  When applying for graduation, 
students completing this minor must indicate it 
after the major program of study on the degree 
application form. 
Students must complete at least 50% of 
the minor courses at Wright State 
University. 
 Students must complete at least 50% of their 
minor courses at Wright State University. 
Not open to Liberal Arts Economics 
(330) or Organizational Leadership 
(206) majors. 
 Not open to Liberal Arts Economics (330) or 
Organizational Leadership (206) majors. 
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE MINOR 
 
Admission:  This minor is open only to Business majors.  Students may register for the 
minor after being admitted to a business major and completing Tier II requirements. 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Program  Proposed Four Credit Hour Program 
   
Required Courses (18 hours) 
 
ACC 451 – International Accounting 
FIN 490 – International Financial Mgt. 
MGT 485 – International Management 
MS 340 – Global Operations Mgt. 
MKT 421 – International Marketing 
IB 486 – International Trade Mgt. 
 
 
 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
 
Required Course ( 4 hours) 
IB 486 – International Trade Management 
 
Select four courses (16 hours) from 
the following options: 
 
ACC 454 – International Accounting 
MGT 485 – International Management 
MS 334 – Global Operations Mgt. 
MKT 421 – International Marketing 
FIN 490 – International Financial Mgt. 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
 
Select one course from the 
following options (3 hours): 
 
EC 435 – Comp. Economic Systems 
EC 441 – Int’l Trade & the Economy 
EC 442 – Int’l Monetary Theory & Probs. 
EC 444 – Economic Development & 
World Poverty 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3 
Select one course from the 
following options (4 hours): 
 
EC 435 – Comp. Economic Systems 
EC 310 – Global Economy 
EC 444 – Economic Development & World 
Poverty 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3 
Total 21 Total 24 
   
Students who complete the 21 hours of 
course work with a “2.0” or higher 
cumulative GPA will receive the 
designation “Minor in International Trade” 
on their transcript.  When applying for 
graduation, students completing this 
minor must indicate it after the major 
program of study on the degree 
application form. 
 Students who complete the 24 hours of course 
work with a “2.0” or higher cumulative GPA will 
receive the designation “Minor in International 
Business” on their transcript when they 
graduate.  When applying for graduation, 
students completing this minor must indicate it 
after the major program of study on the degree 
application form. 
Students must complete at least 50% of 
the minor courses at Wright State 
University. 
 Students must complete at least 50% of their 
minor courses at Wright State University. 
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International Business Courses 
Modifications and Inventories 
 
 
Course (Credit Hours) 
 
Modification 
 
Inventory 
 
 
 
 
Credit 
Hours 
Change 
 
 
 
Catalog Title Change 
 
 
Additional 
Changes* 
 
 
201 Introduction to International Business  & Trade  (3) 
 
4 hrs. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
477 Independent Study in International Business (1 to 3) 1 to 4 hrs.     
481 International Trade Internship  ( 1 to 6)     
486 International Trade Management (3) 4 hrs.    
496 International Trade Consulting (3) 4 hrs.    
480 Special Topics in International Business (1 to 6)     
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Business Minor 
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Business Minor 
 
 
 
 
Current Three Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
New Four Credit Hour Base 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
Hours 
 
Lower Level Courses 
 
25 
 
 
 
Lower Level Courses 
 
28 
 
   CS 205 
   EC 201, 202, 203 
   ACC 201, 202 
   MS 201, 202 
 
4 
9 
6 
6 
 
 
 
   CS 205 
   EC 204, 205 
   ACC 204, 205 
   MS 204, 205 
 
4 
8 
8 
8 
 
Junior Level Courses 
 
23 
 
 
 
Junior Level Courses 
 
20 
 
   FIN 301, 302 
   MKT 301, 302 
   LAW 350 
   MGT 302 
   MIS 300 
 
6 
7 
3 
3 
4 
 
 
 
   FIN 310 
   MKT 300 
   LAW 350 
   MGT 304 
   MIS 300 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Total 
 
48 
 
 
 
     Total  
 
48 
 
 
Admission:  Open only to non-Business majors.  Not open to Organizational Leadership majors. 
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Writing Across the Curriculum 
Writing in the Major 
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Writing Across the Curriculum 
Writing in the Major 
 
Writing Intensive (WI) Courses: Current and Beginning Fall 2003 
 
 
 
Department and Major 
 
 
Current 
WI Courses 
 
 
Fall 2003 
WI Courses 
 
Accountancy 
     B.S. in Accountancy 
 
 
ACC 498, MGT 493 
 
ACC 424, MGT 493 
Economics 
     B.S. in Economics 
     B.A. in Economics 
 
 
EC 317, EC 319, MGT 493 
EC 317, EC 319 
 
EC 317, EC 319, MGT 493 
EC 317, EC 319 
Finance 
     B.S. in Finance 
     B.S. in Financial Services 
 
 
FIN 420, MGT 493 
FIN 463, MGT 493 
 
FIN 419, MGT 493 
FIN 315, MGT 493 
Management 
     B.S. in Human Resource Management 
     B.S. in Management 
 
 
MGT 410, MGT 493 
MGT 410, MGT 493 
 
MGT 410, MGT 493 
MGT 410, MGT 493 
Management Science and Information Systems 
     B.S. in Management Information Systems 
     B.S. in Operations Management 
 
 
MIS 323, MGT 493 
MS 438, MGT 493 
 
MIS 450, MGT 493 
MS 460, MGT 493 
Marketing 
    B.S. in Marketing 
 
 
MKT 492, MGT 493 
 
MKT 492, MGT 493 
International Business Academic Programs 
     B.S. in International Business 
 
 
IB 486, MGT 493 
 
 
IB 486, MGT 493 
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Transition Plan 
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RS COB Four Credit Hour Transition Plan 
 
 
Prior to registration for winter quarter 2003, students were notified of what course sequences 
need to be finished before fall quarter 2003.  This was done by announcements in classes, posting 
information on the registration bulletin board and the Raj Soin College of Business web page, and 
advising appointments.  The information was also shared with other academic units within the 
university whose students take Business classes, such as University College and Organizational 
Leadership.  In addition, we have been in contact with the Dean of Business Technologies at 
Sinclair Community College. 
 
The attached Excel workbook illustrates the information we plan to send to students notifying 
them of the changes in the Business core and major course requirements.  At the beginning of 
winter quarter 2003, we will mail to students the following information:  the conversion chart for 
the Business core classes, a conversion chart for their major specific courses, and a schedule of 
the Business courses offered for the upcoming academic year.  Included in a cover letter will be 
information on how we will prioritize advising appointments beginning winter quarter 2003 to 
ensure that students most impacted by the changes receive immediate help.  We will continue to 
show the conversion charts in classes, have them available on the Bulletin Board and web page.  
The courses required by each of the minor areas of study are included in the conversion charts 
prepared for the major areas of study; therefore, these charts can be used to evaluate minor course 
changes also.  We will prepare similar conversion charts for each of our minors and mail them to 
students. 
 
Our transition plan, including all of the course conversion information, has been shared with the 
Dean’s Student Advisory Board, and we have received valuable contributions from this group on 
how to best share the information with students.  We will continue to consult with these students 
as we work through the transition process. 
 
 
Business Core
Lower-Level:
MTH 129, 228 No Change
CS 205 No Change
ENG 330 No Change
ACC 201, 202, 203 ACC 204, 205
    *ACC 201, 202     *ACC 204, 205
EC 201, 202, 203 EC 204, 205
     EC 201, 202       EC 204
     EC 201, 203      EC 205
MS 201, 202, 203, 306 MS 204, 205, 307
     MS 201, 202, 203      MS 204, 205 (Need MS 307) 
     MS 201, 202      MS 204 (Need MS 205, 307)
     MS 203, 306      MS 307
New Requirementa COM 101a
Upper-Level:
EC 320 EC 310
FIN 301, 302 FIN 310
LAW 350 LAW 300
MGT 300, 302 MGT 304
MGT 490, 491 MGT 493
MGT 492 MGT 499
MIS 300 No Change
MKT 301, 302 MKT 300
a For students admitted Fall 2003 and after (COM 101 is a 3 credit hour course).
* ACC 201, 202 will complete the Principles of Accounting requirement for the 
following majors:  EC, FIN SERV, HRM, IB, MGT, MKT, and OM.
ACC, FIN, and MIS majors should complete ACC 203 prior to Fall 2003.
3 Hour Courses 4 Hour Courses
41
Accountancy
Lower-Level:
ACC 201, 202, 203 ACC 204, 205
     ACC 201 complete      Need:  ACC 204, 205
     ACC 201, 202 complete      Need:  ACC 205
New Requirementa ACC 206a
Upper-Level:
ACC 304, 305, 306, 407 ACC 307, 308, 309
     ACC 304 complete      Need:  ACC 307, 308, 309
     ACC 304, 305 complete      Need:  ACC 308, 309
     ACC 304, 305, 306 complete      Need:  ACC 309
ACC 321, 322 ACC 323
ACC 328 ACC 326
ACC 421 ACC 423
ACC 441 ACC 343
ACC 442 ACC 444
ACC 498b ACC 424b
FIN 303 FIN 311
LAW 360 or 370 Substitute a Business Electivec
a For students admitted Fall 2003 and after.
b Writing Intensive Course.
c Or substitute extra hours from the new 4 hour courses.
This conversion plan assumes that students will take some 4 hour courses in place of 3 hour courses,
thereby requiring adjustment to the number of elective hours needed for graduation.  Please note that
students will still be required to graduate with 189 credit hours.  In order to achieve this, elective hours 
will be adjusted accordingly.
3 Hour Courses 4 Hour Courses
42
Economics
Lower-Level:
EC 201, 202, 203 EC 204, 205
     EC 201, 202 complete      Need:  EC 205
     EC 201, 203 complete      Need:  EC 204
Upper-Level:
Required Courses: Required Courses:
EC 301 EC 301
EC 315 EC 315
EC 317a EC 317a
EC 319a EC 319a
EC 409 EC 409
Electives: Electives:
(6) Econ Electives (18 hours) (5) Econ Electives (20 hours)
a Writing Intensive Course.
This conversion plan assumes that students will take some 4 hour courses in place of 3 hour courses,
thereby requiring adjustment to the number of elective hours needed for graduation.  Please note that
students will still be required to graduate with 189 credit hours.  In order to achieve this, elective hours 
will be adjusted accordingly.
3 Hour Courses 4 Hour Courses
43
Finance
Lower-Level:
ACC 201, 202, 203 ACC 204, 205
     ACC 201 complete      Need:  ACC 204, 205
     ACC 201, 202 complete      Need:  ACC 205
New Requirementa ACC 206a
Upper-Level:
Required Courses: Required Courses:
FIN 301, 302 FIN 310
     FIN 301 complete      Need:  FIN 310
FIN 303 FIN 311
FIN 401 FIN 401
FIN 420b FIN 420b
FIN 421 Substitute a Finance Electivec
New Requirementd FIN 419d
FIN 490 FIN 490
ACC 304, 305, 306 ACC 307, 308
     ACC 304 complete      Need:  ACC 307, 308
     ACC 304, 305 complete      Need:  ACC 308
Electives: Electives:
(4) Finance Electives (12 hours) (3) Finance Electives (12 hours)
a For students admitted Fall 2003 and after.
b Old Writing Intensive Course.  FIN 420 is not required for students admitted Fall 2003 and after.
c Or substitute extra hours from the new 4 hour courses.
d For students admitted Fall 2003 and after.  FIN 419 is the new Writing Intensive course for the major.
This conversion plan assumes that students will take some 4 hour courses in place of 3 hour courses,
thereby requiring adjustment to the number of elective hours needed for graduation.  Please note that
students will still be required to graduate with 189 credit hours.  In order to achieve this, elective hours 
will be adjusted accordingly.
3 Hour Courses 4 Hour Courses
44
Financial Services
Upper-Level:
Required Courses: Required Courses:
FIN 301, 302 FIN 310
     FIN 301 complete      Need:  FIN 310
FIN 303 FIN 311
FIN 305 Substitute a FIN SERV Electivea
FIN 306 FIN 315b
FIN 351 FIN 351
FIN 401 FIN 401
FIN 461 FIN 461
FIN 462 FIN 462
FIN 463c Substitute a FIN SERV Electived
ACC 441 ACC 343
Electives: Electives:
(3) FIN SERV Electives (9 hours) (3) FIN SERV Electives (12 hours)
a Or substitute extra hours from the new 4 hour courses.
b New Writing Intensive Course.
c Old Writing Intensive Course.  Students who have completed FIN 306, but not 463,
must still satisfy the Writing Intensive requirement for the FIN SERV major.
d Or substitute extra hours from the new 4 hour courses.
This conversion plan assumes that students will take some 4 hour courses in place of 3 hour courses,
thereby requiring adjustment to the number of elective hours needed for graduation.  Please note that
students will still be required to graduate with 189 credit hours.  In order to achieve this, elective hours 
will be adjusted accordingly.
3 Hour Courses 4 Hour Courses
45
Human Resource Management
Upper-Level:
Required Courses: Required Courses:
MGT 300, 302 MGT 304
     MGT 300 complete      Need:  MGT 304
     MGT 302 complete      Need:  MGT 493a,b
MGT 321 MGT 321
MGT 410b MGT 410b
MGT 412 MGT 412
MGT 422, 424 MGT 425
MGT 495 MGT 495
LAW 350 LAW 300
LAW 360 LAW 440
LAW 420 LAW 420
Electives: Electives:
(4) HRM Electives (12 hours) (2) HRM Electives (8 hours)
a MGT 493 will cover students lacking MGT 300, if MGT 490 or 491 has not been 
completed.
b Writing Intensive Course.
This conversion plan assumes that students will take some 4 hour courses in place of 3 hour courses,
thereby requiring adjustment to the number of elective hours needed for graduation.  Please note that
students will still be required to graduate with 189 credit hours.  In order to achieve this, elective hours 
will be adjusted accordingly.
3 Hour Courses 4 Hour Courses
46
Management
Upper-Level:
Required Courses: Required Courses:
MGT 300, 302 MGT 304
     MGT 300 complete      Need:  MGT 304
     MGT 302 complete      Need:  MGT 493a,b
MGT 321 MGT 321
MGT 410b MGT 410b
MGT 411 MGT 411
MGT 412 MGT 412c
MGT 485 MGT 485
MS 435 Substitute a MGT Electived
New Requiremente MGT 473e
LAW 350 LAW 300
LAW 360 LAW 440
LAW 420 LAW 420
Electives: Electives:
(4) MGT Electives (12 hours) (3) MGT Electives (12 hours)
a MGT 493 will cover students lacking MGT 300, if MGT 490 or 491 has not been 
completed.
b Writing Intensive Course.
c Not required for students admitted Fall 2003 and after.
d Can also substitute MS 330, or extra hours from the new 4 hour courses.
e For students admitted Fall 2003 and after.
This conversion plan assumes that students will take some 4 hour courses in place of 3 hour courses,
thereby requiring adjustment to the number of elective hours needed for graduation.  Please note that
students will still be required to graduate with 189 credit hours.  In order to achieve this, elective hours 
will be adjusted accordingly.
3 Hour Courses 4 Hour Courses
47
Management Information Systems
Lower-Level:
ACC 201, 202, 203 ACC 204, 205
     ACC 201 complete      Need:  ACC 204, 205
     ACC 201, 202 complete      Need:  ACC 205
CS 208 No Change
CS 209 No Change
MIS 210 MIS 215
Upper-Level:
MIS 321 MIS 325
MIS 322 MIS 450a
MIS 340 MIS 345b
MIS 400 MIS 305
MIS 410 MIS 415
MIS 420 MIS 425
MIS 323c, 490 MIS 495
ACC 300 Substitute an MIS Electived
ACC 328 Substitute an MIS Electivee
a New Writing Intensive Course.
b New requirement for students admitted Fall 2003 and after.  Students who have taken zero or one
MIS elective should take MIS 345.
c Old Writing Intensive Course.  Students who have completed MIS 322, but not 323, must still satisfy
the Writing Intensive requirement for the MIS major.
d Can also substitute ACC 206, or extra hours from the new 4 hour courses.
e Can also substitute ACC 326, or extra hours from the new 4 hour courses.
This conversion plan assumes that students will take some 4 hour courses in place of 3 hour courses,
thereby requiring adjustment to the number of elective hours needed for graduation.  Please note that
students will still be required to graduate with 189 credit hours.  In order to achieve this, elective hours 
will be adjusted accordingly.
3 Hour Courses 4 Hour Courses
48
Operations Management
Lower-Level:
MS 201, 202, 203 MS 204, 205
     MS 201 complete      Need:  MS 204, 205
     MS 201, 202 complete      Need:  MS 205
Upper-Level:
MS 306 MS 307
MS 331 MS 333
MS 435 MS 330
MS 437 Substitute an OM Electivea
MS 438b MS 320
MS 439 MS 460c
MS 490 MS 495
MS 340 MS 334d
MS 450 MS 322d
New Requirementd MS 324d
ACC 300 ACC 323
MGT 411 MGT 411e
MKT 431 MKT 431e
CS 206 CS 206e
ENG 333 ENG 333
a Or substitute extra hours from the new 4 hour courses.
b Old Writing Intensive Course.  Students who have completed MS 439, but not 438, must still satisfy
the Writing Intensive requirement for the OM major.
c New Writing Intensive Course.
d New requirement for students admitted Fall 2003 and after.
e Not required for students admitted Fall 2003 and after.
This conversion plan assumes that students will take some 4 hour courses in place of 3 hour courses,
thereby requiring adjustment to the number of elective hours needed for graduation.  Please note that
students will still be required to graduate with 189 credit hours.  In order to achieve this, elective hours 
will be adjusted accordingly.
3 Hour Courses 4 Hour Courses
49
Marketing
Upper-Level:
Required Courses: Required Courses:
MKT 301, 302 MKT 300
     MKT 301 complete      Need:  MKT 300
MKT 303 MKT 303
MKT 356 MKT 356a
MKT 366 MKT 366a
MKT 416 Substitute a Marketing Electiveb
MKT 418 MKT 418a
MKT 421 MKT 421
MKT 446 MKT 446a
MKT 451 MKT 451
MKT 492c MKT 492c
New Requirementd MKT 452d
Electives: Electives:
(2) MKT Electives (6 hours) (4) MKT Electives (16 hours)
a Not required for students admitted Fall 2003 and after.
b Or substitute extra hours from the new 4 hour courses.
c Writing Intensive Course.
d For students admitted Fall 2003 and after.
This conversion plan assumes that students will take some 4 hour courses in place of 3 hour courses,
thereby requiring adjustment to the number of elective hours needed for graduation.  Please note that
students will still be required to graduate with 189 credit hours.  In order to achieve this, elective hours 
will be adjusted accordingly.
3 Hour Courses 4 Hour Courses
50
International Business
Language Requirement:
FR/GER/SPN 201, 202, 203 FR/GER/SPN 201, 202, 203
FR/GER/SPN 325 FR/GER/SPN 325
Cultural Electives:
(3) Cultural Electives (9 hours) (3) Cultural Electives (12 hours)
Upper-Level:
ACC 451 ACC 454
EC 320 EC 310b
EC 441 EC 441c
EC 442 EC 442c
FIN 490 FIN 490
MGT 485 MGT 485
MS 340 MS 334
MKT 421 MKT 421
IB 481 IB 481
IB 486d IB 486d
IB 496e IB 496e
EC 435a
a New requirement for students admitted Fall 2003 and after.
b New requirement for students admitted Fall 2003 and after.
c Not required for students admitted Fall 2003 and after.
d Writing Intensive Course.
e Students can choose between the new course, IB 496, and IB 481.
This conversion plan assumes that students will take some 4 hour courses in place of 3 hour courses,
thereby requiring adjustment to the number of elective hours needed for graduation.  Please note that
students will still be required to graduate with 189 credit hours.  In order to achieve this, elective hours 
will be adjusted accordingly.
3 Hour Courses 4 Hour Courses
51
